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run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. We offer the information you
need! It was an engine that was produced between and Within both generations, the Vortec 5.
The 5. In fact, many vehicle owners with the engine report having the engine run without
minimal issues up k miles. Additionally, the engine blocks are very bulletproof too. Generally,
replacement will happen with such parts as the plugs and coils, water pump and some gaskets
and hoses. This is to be expected, if this engine is within your vehicle for a long time with high
mileage. Despite its reliability, there are some fundamental issues that this 5. Noise and misfire
seem to be very commonplace for this 5. These misfires happen as a result of various kinds of
Active Fuel Management Lifter. Active fuel management which is a general feature in various
engines, can provide some serious issues. Once the AFM liter reveals very early, you have the
factor of low compression to contend with. Another issue with the 5. With these sludges, the
engine will begin to suffer and malfunction. To prevent this a much as possible, it is important
to maintain quality oil management as well as proper monitoring of your oil. While this is a very
common problem with this type of engine, it can be frustrating nonetheless. There are some
quality oil sensors that will increase the performance. But with the faulty indicator, there may be
some excessive oil consumption while an incorrect warning will be given. Excessive oil
consumption is yet another issue that plagues the 5. In fact, excessive oil consumption is so
commonplace with the 5. As most drivers know, oil consumption is related to fuel economy. As
a business owner, who relies on deliveries or transportation with this 5. The cost is can have
direct relation to increased driving which will go on to impact transportation cost and overall
business. There is also the factor of environmental pollution which is also related to excessive
oil usage. When you factor in excessive oil usage, the greenhouse gas increases rapidly, which
then leads to pollution. Unfortunately, for many 5. Once the owner takes into account the engine
rebuilding process, the engine owner runs the risk of a poorly rebuilt engine and even allocating
piston rings and gaskets. For vehicles with this issue, the problem can be traced the AFM
pressure relief valve within the crankcase- or the PCV system. Ultimately, either the PCV valve
releases too much oil spray. As a result, the engine owner is left with excessive carbon buildup
on the piston ring grooves. As the gasket is the component that gives an air-tight seal while
working to prevent any air from escaping as it enters the cylinders- the intake manifold is made
out of plastic- on the 5. It is also poorly designed. Because of its plastic material makeup, it is
prone to cracking, breaking or splitting. This can happen from being over torqued, or just
fundamental wear and tear- as the engine operates in various high-heat environments. This then
consequently leads to an air leak- that decreases intake pressures and can deprive the engine
of muchâ€”needed oxygen. There is also the issue of the stock gasket on the intake manifold
that was also inadequately designed. This causes deterioration and air leaks too. Additional
manifold and intake issues can also lead to: loss of power, rough stuttering and idling, noises

and engine codes appearing. For many truck owners with the 5. But if we [would have] just fixed
the head gasket, I know the motor would still be running today. Now the truck has , miles on it.
Original engine and rear end though the transmission went at , All other major components
except brake pads and driver side window motor are original factory and I just drove from
California to Virginia making an average of 20 MPG. I love my Sierra. Back in December of , the
GM 5. According to CarComplaints. The plaintiff claims piston rings in the 5. In addition, the
plaintiff alleges the active fuel management system does not help. The system uses an oil
pressure relief valve that assists the system by spraying oil directly at the piston skirts. This oil
spray allegedly overloads and fouls the defective piston rings and sends oil past the rings. The
migrating oil either burns or accumulates as carbon buildup on the surface of the combustion
chambers. The class action also alleges a faulty PCV system vacuums oil from the valvetrain
into the intake system where the oil is burned in the combustion chambers. Take a read of some
of the hardships specific Chevy owners with the 5. No issues for the first couple of weeks then
started feeling the surges in the transmission. Did some research and found the TSB, reached
out to the dealer for the fix. The surges never stopped. Our service advisor did tell us that if
after a couple hundred miles it was still doing it then we could bring it back and they would look
into it further because they had to jump through some hoops to get to the ultimate fix for this
issue. The torque converter. So fast forward to this past weekend, I take the truck back to the
dealer for service and the transmission surges. Got a call from them this morning telling me that
the reason for the transmission surges is because the truck was in auto 4wd. I think it is bs that
that is their excuse for it doing the surges. And [I] have the truck serviced every 5, miles. If your
transmission can't last longer than 2 years and 4 months you shouldn't be in the car business!
When starting in the morning it will do one of three things: run normally, hesitate and then race
or jump ahead, or chunk and think like it really doesn't want to go to work. I have not had the
higher speed issues, but it is definitely not right and definitely not up to GM standards. Recently
have had the check engine light coming on and it is throwing a torque converter error
codeâ€¦sounds like the problem. Taking in next week for further examination â€¦ I fully expected
to get the same run around everyone else is getting so I have not bothered to take it in. Figured
it would run or break. Now that it is throwing a code, dealer has something to go by. Dealer is
aware of the issues with this transmission and hopefully will make it right. If you are tired of the
codes that your vehicle throws or you are just plain sick of having your Chevy in the shop each
week due to that 5. We buy all makes and models- including Chevy vehicles with bad 5. All you
have to do is tell us about your Chevy. You can click here to obtain a FREE online offer on it
fast! One you do, you will receive an instant offer on that Chevy. Then, use that offer to call us
so that we can make you a guaranteed offer on that car. One of our friendly agents will ask you
some questions, to provide you with the best guaranteed offer possible. When you accept your
offer, we will make plans to come to your home or location to inspect your Chevy and then pay
you on the spot! We buy cars with no title and just may buy your Chevy? Just have your picture
ID as well as car registration for the sale of your vehicle. When you locate those items, you can
obtain your FREE online offer! Selling that Chevy to Cash Cars Buyer is quick, fast and easy!
Whether you are sick of getting that 5. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. The Intake manifold cover arrived in near perfect condition except that the salvage
yard used a paint pen on "top side" of the item to mark the description. After many months of
planning the engine build, the other costly alternative is to replace the ugly intake, only for
astethic and appearance only. This cover makes a huge difference in the final "look" of the ugly
truck manifold. The intake cover is for appearance but had hard to remove paint marker pen on
areas that will show through, even with touch-up paint its raised paint pen letters are visible.
That is the main reason for 3 stars and not 5 Star rating. Shipping and delivery was quick as
expected from Houston to Dallas. Engine covers should be marked or labeled on hidden side of
item. You can still ID what the donor part is. Other than that great part in good condition.
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Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject to change
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Priority Shipping. Well I waited for about 3years being picky trying to find My truck you all know
what I mean. I'm not vary happy. There I said my bitch lol. Want to know if anybody has heard
from chevy to attend to the situation. Apparently NOT!!. Live in OH. Now trouble with the fuel
system. So what do we do? Bitch and complain and yet we still haven't heard from chevy. If you
do please let me know. I've complained for years and they only laugh in my face, as they are
doing to you. The engine started knocking and has progressively gotten worse. I have read
some of the other complaints and I believe it is due to the oil pump or something along that line.
I say this because as this first began I could start my truck and there would be NO Noise. After
about 20 seconds it would sound like the lifters had pumped down and were out of oil. Then
about another 10 seconds and they would pump back up. Now they are getting louder and it not
only starts as soon as you start the truck, it is louder. I have owned Chevrolet vehicles for
probably 35 years and this will be the last. It really pisses me off when a company knows there
is a problem and will not fix it. Two other problems that I know many folks have had is the
passenger window motor going out and the rear brakes as well. I rarely ever used my passenger
window and had to have it replaced. Additionally, I had used my emergency brakes only 3 or 4
times and the back brakes went out. They said it was from lack of use. Come on! My K 6. It now
as 60k miles and makes the same noise. I have always changed oil at miles with an extended
mileage frame filter or better. I use 15w45 mobile one synthetic oil. I just added a half bottle of
Hyper-lube for zinc replacement it quieted down a little bit. It has never let me down. It has been
a good truck despite the noise. The problem as discussed before is a skirtless piston design.
Gm uses a one piston Diameter size fits all the bore inside diameters philosophy. A lot of
Japanese car manufacturers use a custom fit philosophy. This takes longer to manufacture
since every bore diameter is custom fit to every piston. There is very little room for error in the
tolerance between the piston and the bore. GM simply cannot control the piston to bore
tolerances. So its a hit and miss problem. Not all vortec motors knock. My uncle had 2 6. But
they also ran flawlessly to K miles. To fix the problem requires a complete engine rebuild. Bore
the block. And use a good machine shop. Someone else here did this and the problem went
away. I would stay away from buying a used motor, unless you can hear it run. And also from
buying a short block unless the piston diameters an bore diameters can be verified to meet the
strict tolerance requirement. Buy an OEM manual to get the tolerance. Chevy Need to Recall all
5. It's going to require a complete engine replacement. Engine made a terrible knocking noise

when cold, sounded like a poorly performing diesel engine to be honest. My fix; complete
rebuild. I read a ton of forums discussing this problem and most thoughts were piston slap or
low oil pressure. When i checked the clearances after , miles: the cylinder's were not even 0.
The rebuild got all new pistons, new bearings, bored over cylinders. The low oil pressure? I did
have poor oil pressure when I bought the truck, something like PSi hot and the pressure would
get higher as the truck warmed up which to this day baffles me. To correct the oil pressure
during the rebuild I put a high volume SLP camaro oil pump in. Now 80PSi cold and 60PSi hot
idle. After the rebuild, not a lick of knock. I bought the truck with ,miles on it so i thought
nothing of the issue, until my 5. I developed an engine knock around 25, miles. I am completely
disgusted with GM for the run around that they have there dealers try and pass on to there
customers. I have listened to every excuse from carbon build up to the way that the engines are
made and assembled. I will not purchase another GM truck. I had to learn my lesson the hard
and expensive way so by reading this please don't repeat my mistake. So after 11 years and the
warranty long since come and gone the trucks engine still knocks and I was unable to get
anything done about it. The government should have let GM go out of business since they
brought it upon themselves making such poorly engineered autos that no one wants to buy
more than once. I am hoping that GM will step up and take care my problem and other peoples
problems. They got a bailout to stay in business, they need fix my problem please. This is a very
annoying problem which I have been told cannot be fixed. Truck knocks like it has been abused,
although I maintain my vehicles very well. When the engine is cold, it knocks so badly it sounds
like it is going to fall apart. When it's warm, you can hear, but not so loud. It's rather
embarrassing to drive it sometimes with it knocking like that. There is a knocking noise from the
engine. I also hear this clacking noise in the mornings. What is the fix? I bought this vehicle
new in and after about 30, miles, the engine developed a knock or piston slap when engine is
cold. After engine warms up about minutes, the knock will stop. The vehicle now has about ,
miles on it all highway miles, no load and the knock is louder and lasts longer each morning
when I crank it up. I have tried changing oil viscosity from 10w30 to 5w30 but knock has
persisted. Does anyone out there know if a synthetic oil will help this problem? Rant: I have
owned 5 GM vehicles and this truck has had more problems than all the others combined. The
Tow Truck Service driver actually knows the directions to my house by heart. I suggest to GM
that if your going to continue to build such 2nd class products, you add a tow bar as a standard
feature to your vehicles. I have also listed on this website, 2 other complaints about this same
vehicle related to the transmission and fuel pump. When first starting the truck cold, for the first
seconds there is a loud enigine knock. This is pretty embarrassing when your truck knocks only
at , miles. Ive have done every oil fluid change myself at 3, miles everytime. This is a serious
problem, piston slap, and i think chevrolet should recall this because it seems like to me alot of
people have the same problem. Called and talked to the head mechanic at the dealership about
the knocking noise when the engine is completely cool which when started the knocking sound
would last about 10 to 60 seconds then goes away. He suggested to use a full synthetic oil
between one regular oil change, should help reduce but not make the noise go away. I took his
advice and he was right, however I noticed before I bought the truck that they where using 5w30
oil which is recommended by the truck manual, which I went to a 10w30 which also helped. I still
don't think this is right though with so many people having the same problem and I wish there
was some way to contact whoever to make this a recall matter and have them fix this problem
because I believe this soon will be a costly repair to the engine if not corrected. I bought this
truck in It had miles on it so there was no warranty. I drove the vehicle for several months and
then it would start making a knocking sound every moring I started it up. It would do it worse
when it was cold outside. I took it to the dealership were I bought it from and explained what the
truck was doing and the manager said that it was normal that those motors were built loose to
keep them from locking up. I have complained about this for several years and now I have I
think that this is a manufacture defect and General Motors should fix or replace these motors. If
it gets any worse which it will. I will trade it in on a japenese vehicle and never go back to G. It is
bad that american made vehicles are built so poorly and the overseas vehicles are lasting
forever. Remember bad product bad name. This is a known issue with these motors. Not sure it
affects it's lifespan or not but embarrassing to start it and have it knocking, looks to others like
you don't take care of your vehicle. Excessive knocking, My low oil Pressure light came on. I
needed to buy a new engine If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Chevrolet
dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 26 reports complete engine replacement 9 reports
engine rebuild 2 reports new pistons 2 reports switched to W oil 1 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Find a good
Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. I think the motor

should be replaced by GM with the amount of complaints about this. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon.
Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

